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Introduction 

 

 

 

A Practice Enterprise (PE) is a trainee-run company that operates like a real business. It silhouettes a 

real enterprise's business procedures, products and services. A Practice Enterprise resembles a real 

business in its form, organisation and function. Under the guidance of a trainer and business mentors, 

trainees create their Practice Enterprises from product development & production, distribution & 

sales, marketing & human resources, accounting/finance, to web design. 

 

Most Practice Enterprises in HEIs work in cooperation with a company that comes from the real 

business world and functions as business mentor. The business mentor gives advice and ideas to the 

trainers and trainees about the processes and how a business is run. The business mentor can provide 

the real-world products and services for sale within the virtual environment. In some cases, business 

mentors are involved in the recruitment and evaluation process of the students. 

 

A Business Mentor is a key support in developing and conducting the business activities. The mentor 

brings the real business world into the Practice Enterprise, advising the trainer and trainees about 

current workplace practices and processes. They may help interview the students for their team or 

position within the company, suggest ways to promote their products effectively, or help them 

determine suitable organisational arrangements to suit their product range. 
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1. Benefits of Practice Enterprises for Mentor Companies 

The HEIPNET project examined the benefits for Mentor companies of cooperating and mentoring HEI 

Practice Enterprises. Here are some of the benefits for the mentor company: 
 

- Get a well-trained workforce 

- Reduce recruitment costs by hiring well-trained Practice Enterprise alumni 

- Reduce the settling-in period 

- Avoid errors when placing employees 

- Effective system of assessment 

- Provide good public relations opportunities 

- Enable companies to support the community in a practical way 

- Free product/market research for products in the worldwide Practice Enterprise network 

- Increase local visibility 

- Marketing specifically targeted to young people  

 

2. Benefits of Mentor Companies for Practice Enterprises 

The HEIPNET project also examined the benefits for HEI Practice Enterprises of cooperating and 

working together with Mentor companies. Here are some of the benefits for the PE: 
 

- Growing the connection between the HEI and the private sector 

- Cooperation with multinationals for international schools with different campuses 

- Contact database for international businesses 

- Cooperation in study programmes with different universities for one or more semesters 

- Recruitment for internships at real company 

- Commercial operations at the edge of reality with real-world simulations 

- Big or well-known companies are good marketing elements for the concept 

- Help work on fostering cooperation between the Practice Enterprises 

 

In Austria business colleges try to work closely with regional businesses - cooperation is beneficial. 

Since 2014 Practice Enterprises include mandatory internships so close connection to real-world 

companies is essential. The Practice Enterprise is compulsory in HEI in Austria and one semester 

includes learning of teaching in a Practice Enterprise with a focus on business-PE cooperation. 

 

3. GDPR and the Business Partnership Database 

The Business Partnership Database takes GDPR considerations and data protection into careful 

consideration, considering that the database is designed for pedagogical use. 

 

As well, business partner connections rely on the personal connections between the person at the 

mentor company and the Practice Enterprise, and these connections must take the data protection 

rights of the real-world business’s employees into account as well. 

 

HEIPNET had established a Business Partnership Database that benefits the HEIs and the target group 

students, while maintaining data confidentiality and GDPR compliance. All webpages, datasets and 

logins are GDPR compliant and these sections of the network’s web application are login-only 

accessible.  
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4. Database Development Experience 

Database development has been a 2-step process. First was the addition of 2 data fields to the 

current Web Application. Those being the HEI field of study and also the mentor company name. These 

two data standards are new for us as a network and there has been no data collection for this data up 

to now. The collection of mentor company names is pushed with an additional field in the Web 

Application. 

 

This has led to an improvement of our existing data and collection system, as well as providing data 

tables integrated in a dedicated webpage for HEIs to find and disseminate data about their activities 

and services in relation to Practice Enterprise. 

 

The second step has been a plan to fundamentally change the data standards used by our association. 

Prior to HEIPNET we had a set of standards that were first established in the early 1990s, with 

incremental changes having taken place every few years since. The last major change to the standards 

was in 2016 when additional fields were added for the target group as well as other data fields. The 

new standards implemented in HEIPNET include a specific field for the HEI target group. 

 

This second step has been a major implementation for our network, as it involves a technical 

adaptation that affects the national data collection software of every member country that is using its 

own national software to connect to the network's Web Service through a Windows Application. 

Countries that do not have national software use the network's Web Application for database and 

transactional processing and take advantage of the new mentor company tables and HEI target group 

fields. 

 

This means that countries with national software have been forced to make technical and code 

adaptations to their national systems, which involves an investment of time and money, as 

programming adaptations are major for changing data standards and web services. 

 

Decisions for implementing these new data standards for HEIs have been taken on a network-wide 

basis (so from all countries using the Practice Enterprise concept and not only from HEIPNET partners), 

as well as decisions whether these are optional or required fields, as well as what we expect from 

other target groups (example VET schools do not need to input fields of study, only HEIs, however this 

may change if it could benefit the HEIs).  

 

HEIs require a dedicated search system for finding info on other HEIs and for finding partners for 

operational as well as for research purposes, in addition to the database for business partners. We 

currently have 154 HEIs in our database. For the HEIPNET project, we developed a way for HEIs to find 

info about other HEIs in the network. Also, this database can be used for finding information on 

current HEIs to connect to new HEIs. 

 

The goal is that the HEIs can interact with other HEIs and with real-world businesses, as this is a unique 

target group that searches out other Practice Enterprises and businesses in the HEI target group for 

commercial operations, but also for pedagogical exchanges (research, etc.). 
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The following fields are now available for all HEIs in our network: 

- HEI name  

- City, Country  

- Contact of HEI (ex. department)  

- Practice Enterprise name  

- Contact of HEI (email, social media)  

- Practice Enterprise related Field of Study  

- Practice Enterprise commercial activity base description  

- Practice Enterprise mentor name  

- Practice Enterprise mentor size  

- Practice Enterprise mentor contact (email/other)

 

Issues that had to be resolved within the database development:  

1. Database information – which database do we pull from  

2. General access – what about all the HEIs that don’t use the Web Application 

3. Restricted access –ensuring the restricted data is not publicly available but still available 

upon request for research purposes or other 

4. GDPR –limiting access to personal data (personal contacts, names, emails, etc.) 

 

5. HEI Business Mentor Survey 

An online survey was created and sent out to all 154 HEIs inside the Practice Enterprise network. The 

results of the survey were used to populate the HEI partner search page. 
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6. Additional Data Field for Mentors 

An additional data field for mentors has been encoded into the Web Application used by all HEIs in 

the network. The field is updated through a Web Service and shared across all platforms in the 

network. This data field is a new standard for sharing mentor company information. 

 

 
 

 

7. Yellow Pages Search Capability for HEIs 

In the Practice Enterprise commercial partner search Web Application, we have coded the possibility 

to search via Target Group including Higher Education (ISCED Level 6-7). This makes it possible to 

create a list of HEIs and download it for commercial purposes. It also allows HEIs to grow their network 

and to find out what business mentors their partner HEIs are using for their commercial operations. 
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8. Iframes Page for Searching by HEI Target Group 

An Iframe for the Practice Enterprise Market List has been created to provide the possibility to search 

by HEI Target Group, coded to connect to the Web Application page. Every HEI that has access through 

their national portal can access the Iframe for the Market List including the target group filter. 

 

 

9. Statistical Pages for Number of Practice Enterprises per Target Group 

A Web Application page detailing all Practice Enterprises worldwide by Target Group has been made 

open access to all Practice Enterprises worldwide. Previously this was an internal development page 

and was not accessible by Practice Enterprises in HEIs. The main target groups have been expanded 

from institutional (schools and HEIs) and employability (adult training) to break up the school into 

different levels to specifically identify and filter institutional PEs into HEIs, VET and general studies. 
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10. HEI Email List Generation 

A designated HEI list generator for messaging all HEIs in the Practice Enterprise network has been 

developed. The list generator is accessible only by PEN Worldwide to maintain GDPR compliance. 

 

11. Worldwide HEI Partnership Database 

A page providing summary of all worldwide statistics has been developed for all HEI Practice 

Enterprises worldwide. Previously this was an internal development page and was not accessible by 

Practice Enterprises. The webpage provides a current listing of all Business Mentor Companies that 

have been entered in the database along with a description (if it has also been entered). 
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12. Business Mentor Database 

A listing of database upload results has been coded – giving a listing of 411 current mentor companies 

in the HEIPNET-connected Practice Enterprise network: 
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13. HEI Business Mentor Fact Sheet 

A printable flyer created in A4 format including all mentor company benefits has been created:  
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14. HEI Practice Enterprise Survey 

A survey destined for Trainers of Practice Enterprises in HEIs was created and distributed. This data 

has been used to help populate the database as well as for dissemination of results of the HEIPNET 

project to both HEIs and to business mentors. 
 

Support and Services 

Information to help the Practice Enterprise Coordination Centre provide enhanced support to HEIs. 
 

Commercial Operations 

Practice Enterprise commercial operations information including connections to other HEIs. 
 

Online Networking Meeting 

We organised an online networking meeting for Practice Enterprises from HEIs. The meeting was 

used for planning future meetings and activities to help us build a sense of community between HEI 

Practice Enterprises and business mentors following the conclusion of the HEIPNET project. 

 


